CONVERSATIONS ON EUROPE

A VIRTUAL ROUNDTABLE SERIES
HOSTED BY
European Studies Center – a Jean Monnet EU Center of Excellence
University of Pittsburgh

SESSIONS FROM 12 – 1:30 PM (ET)
Remote/local audience participation welcome
Through videoconferencing room or personal computer/device contact kal68@pitt.edu to participate

CALLING FOUL: Electoral interference in the US and Europe
Tuesday, January 17

TRANSGENDER EUROPE
Tuesday, February 21

THE DUTCH BELLWEATHER:
What is the forecast for a “Nexit” or “Frexit”?
Tuesday, March 21

PORTUGUESE IDENTITY: Iberia, Europe, and the World
(in Portuguese)
Tuesday, April 11

TRANSATLANTIC RELATIONS AFTER THE FIRST 100 DAYS
Wednesday, May 3

Co-sponsors · UCIS · European Union Center at University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign · Center for European Studies at University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill · Jean Monnet Center of Excellence at University of Miami/Florida · International University · UW-Madison Jean Monnet European Union Center of Excellence · Jean Monnet Center of Excellence at Georgia Tech University

www.ucis.pitt.edu/esc
www.youtube.com/user/PittUCIS

Funded in part by the European Union